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JOYFUL LIVING SERVICES
 

Certified  
Chinese Herbology 
Online Course 

Rules & Conditions 
     

 
1. To be a part of this course you need to print each session.  Be sure to write your name, telephone, e-mail 

address, and shipping address at the top of each page of the Question and Answer page before you e-
mail or fax it back to us for grading.  You will receive a Question and Answer session at the end of 
each session.  Fax it back to us at 530-878-1119 or e-mail it to us at iridology@netzero.net.  There 
is no time limit as to when the Question and Answer session must be completed.  However, we do 
recommend that you complete each session within the week you receive it so you do not get 
behind in the study. 

 
2. To be eligible for Certification you must complete all 16 sessions of the online course.  You also need to 

let us know that you want to become certified.  At the end of the 16 sessions you will be given a test.  You 
must give correct answers to 80% of the questions in the Test.  Scores are not averaged for an overall 
grade. 

 
3. You must not loan, sell or reproduce this online course in any form.  To do so is cause for expulsion 

from certification from Joyful Living Services.  This provision is to protect the integrity of the 
certification.  Such protection is further assured by periodic rotating and changing of the questions. 

 
4. You must not edit or share the instruction sessions or test.  You must e-mail or fax your Question and 

Answer session to us as well as the final test where they are maintained as part of your permanent file. 
 

5. In the event of failure: If you should fail the final test, you may repeat the test after a wait of 30 days.  
There will be a re-examination fee of $15.00 to cover the costs of new materials, regrading and filing.  
Should you fail on this second attempt, you must then wait 60 days before making a third attempt.  These 
mandatory delays are for the purpose of continuing study and preparation on your part. 

 
6. When you have completed all sixteen sessions and question and answers, you will receive a bound final 

test.  You must fill out the box at the bottom of the First Page of the Test Packet and have it notarized.  
There is a notarization form provided. 

 
7. There is no time limit on the completion of this Online Course.  Most candidates are full-time practitioners 

with little time to be able to rush through this course.  So please take your time and get it correct the first 
time. 

 
8. You may drop the online course at any time by notifying us.  No refunds will be given if the course is 

dropped in the middle of any given month. 
 

9. If you have any questions at any time, please e-mail your questions to iridology@netzero.net, fax them to 
530-878-1119, or call us at 530-878-1119.  We will answer your questions and spend as much time as 
necessary to help answer your questions. 

 
10. The time you need to study and answer the questions for each session will vary on the amount of 

iridology you already know and understand and the amount of information we decide to send you.  Each 
session can take you anywhere from one-half to three hours but should not take you longer than three 
hours to study and answer the question and answer. 

 
NOTE: Joyful Living Services reserves the right to change the test questions for any test repeated. 
 
NOTE: All information regarding a candidate’s grades, or the fact of any failures, is kept strictly confidential and is 

not released to any person. 
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CERTIFIED CHINESE HERBOLOGY ONLINE COURSE - SESSION 1: 

• INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
• WHAT IS TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE? 
• HOW CAN CHINESE HERBS HELP? 
• WHAT DOES YIN AND YANG MEAN? 

 
Course Overview 
This course runs for 16 weeks.  It contains 16 lessons on the web as an online course.  You 

will be e-mailed notification every week that the next lesson is ready for 
you to download.  You will receive a certificate at the end of this course.  
There will be weekly homework and there will be a test at the end of the 
course.  The homework and test will be graded and returned to you.  They 
will need to be mailed, faxed, or e-mailed to us.  Each week offers a 
different subject. You will have one week to study the lesson and turn in 
your homework IF you choose to follow our timeline.  This course is on 
your own time so you can complete the lessons at your own pace.  If you 

are going on vacation, are ill, or don’t have the time every week to read the lesson and 
complete the homework, you will not be penalized.  Because this course is online and is on 
your own time, you are responsible for turning in your homework when it is complete.  You will 
receive your certificate once all the homework has been turned in and once your final exam is 
graded and passed.  You will then be listed on our web site to receive referrals from us if you 
choose. 
 
The following is the course schedule: 
 
Session 1: Introduction and History, What is Traditional Chinese Medicine? How can 

Chinese Herbs help? What does Yin and Yang mean? 
Session 2: Categorization: The Four Natures, The Five Flavors 
Session 3: Categorization: The Meridians, Specific Function 
Session 4: Raw Materials, Preparation, Toxicity, Efficacy 
Session 5: Chinese Patent Medicine, How are Chinese Herbs prescribed? 
Session 6: 50 Fundamental Herbs in Use 
Session 7: A-Z Guide for Chinese Herbs 
Session 8: How does Chinese herbal practice differ from other types of clinical herbology?, 

The dangers of using single symptoms or medical disease labels to choose 
herbs, The dangers of not paying attention to one's symptoms and sensations, 
Choosing herbs is like following a road map; first, you need the right map. 

Session 9: Ancient Chinese physicians compile precise symptom-sign "maps" of human 
health, How does Chinese herbal practice differ from other types of clinical 
herbology? 

Session 10: Syndromes A-Z and Chinese Herbal Remedies 
Session 11: Conditions A-Z and Chinese Herbal Remedies 
Session 12: Chinese Nutrition: Applying Dietary Therapy, Chinese Nutrition by Food Group, 

Medicinal Action of Food 
Session 13: Self-Healing: What is Qi Gong? What is Tongue Diagnosis? What is Tuina? 
Session 14: What is Acupuncture? What is Cupping?, What is Ear Acupuncture? What is 

Mien Shiang (Chinese Face Reading)? 
Session 15: Age-to-Dose & Weight-to-Dose Dosing Guidelines  
Session 16: Herbalism for Pets 
Final Exam 
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Course Definition 
Chinese Herbology is the theory of Traditional Chinese herbal therapy, which accounts for the 
majority of treatments in Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM).  Traditional Chinese Medicine 
has its origin in ancient Taoist philosophy which views a person as an energy system in which 
body and mind are unified, each influencing and balancing the other. Unlike allopathic 
medicine which attempts to isolate and separate a disease from a person, Chinese Medicine 
emphasizes a holistic approach that treats the whole person. Many people have found 
Traditional Chinese methods of healing to be excellent tools for maintaining optimum health 
and preventing illness. 
 
 

Introduction and History 
Chinese herbs have been used for centuries. Among the earliest literature are lists of 
prescriptions for specific ailments, exemplified by the manuscript "Recipes for 52 Ailments", 
found in the Mawangdui tombs which were sealed in 168 BC. 
 

The first traditionally recognized herbalist is Shénnóng ("Divine Farmer"), 
a mythical god-like figure, who is said to have lived around 2800 BC. He 
allegedly tasted hundreds of herbs and imparted his knowledge of 
medicinal and poisonous plants to farmers. His Shénnóng Běn Cǎo Jīng 
(Shennong's Materia Medica) is considered as the oldest book on 
Chinese herbal medicine. It classifies 365 species of roots, grass, woods, 
furs, animals and stones into three categories of herbal medicine: 
 

1. The "superior" category, which includes herbs effective for multiple diseases and are 
mostly responsible for maintaining and restoring the body balance. They have almost no 
unfavorable side-effects.  This group is called “food herbs” which are eaten as part of one’s 
diet for general fortification, prevention and maintenance. 

 
2. A category comprising tonics and boosters, for which their consumption must not be 

prolonged.  This group is called “medicinal herbs” which are dispensed to each patient as 
an individual formula based on one’s constitution, environment and medical condition 

 
3. A category of substances which must usually be taken in small doses and for the treatment 

of specific diseases only.  This group is also called “medicinal herbs” which are dispensed 
to each patient as an individual formula based on one’s constitution, environment and 
medical condition 

 
The original text of Shennong's Materia Medica has been lost.  However, there are extent 
translations. The true date of origin is believed to fall into the late Western Han dynasty (i.e., 
the first century BC). 
 
Succeeding generations augmented on this work, as in the Yaoxing Lun (simplified Chinese: 
traditional Chinese; literally "Treatise on the Nature of Medicinal Herbs"), a 7th century Tang 
Dynasty Chinese treatise on herbal medicine. 
 
Arguably the most important of these later works is the Compendium of Materia Medica 
(Bencao Gangmu) compiled during the Ming dynasty by Li Shizhen, which is still used today 
for consultation and reference. 
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What Is Traditional Chinese Medicine? 
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is an ancient medical system that takes a deep 
understanding of the laws and patterns of nature and applies them to the human body. TCM is 
not "New Age," nor is it a patchwork of different healing modalities. TCM is a complete medical 
system that has been practiced for more than five thousand years.  
 
At the heart of TCM is the tenet that the root cause of illnesses, not their symptoms, must be 
treated. In modern-day terms, TCM is holistic in its approach; it views every aspect of a 
person’s body, mind, spirit, and emotions as part of one complete circle rather than loosely 
connected pieces to be treated individually.  
 
The following is a brief introduction to some of the key terms and concepts in traditional 
Chinese medicine. 
 

Major TCM Treatment Modalities 
Often Western CAM practitioners and their patients or clients derive their understanding of 
TCM from acupuncture. However, acupuncture is only one of the major treatment modalities of 
this comprehensive medical system based on the understanding of Qi or vital energy. These 
major treatment modalities are: 
 

1. Qigong: An energy practice, generally encompassing simple movements and postures. 
Some Qigong systems also emphasize breathing techniques.  

 
2. Herbal Therapy: The use of herbal combinations or formulas to strengthen and support 

organ system function. 
 

3. Acupuncture: The insertion of needles in acupoints to help Qi flow smoothly.  
 

4. Acupressure: The use of specific hand techniques to help Qi flow smoothly.  
 

5. Foods for Healing: The prescription of certain foods for healing based on their energy 
essences or energy signatures, not nutritional value.  

 
6. Chinese Psychology: The understanding of emotions and their relationship to the 

internal organ systems and their influence on health. 
 

The Theory of Qi 
 The true foundation of TCM is Qi, which is loosely translated as vital energy. In TCM, Qi is 

considered to be the force that animates and informs all things. In 
the human body, Qi flows through meridians, or energy pathways. 
Twelve major meridians run through the body, and it is over this 
network that Qi travels through the body and that the body's 
various organs send messages to one another. For this reason, 
keeping the meridians clear is imperative for the body's self-
regulating actions to occur. Through proper training, people can 
develop the sensitivity to feel the flow of Qi. 
 
While it is often described in the West as energy, or vital energy, 
the term Qi carries a deeper meaning. Qi has two aspects: one is 
energy, power, or force; the other is conscious intelligence or 
information. Each Organ System carries its own unique Qi, which 

allows it to perform its unique functions both physical (which Western medicine can 
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describe) and energetic (which Eastern medicine can identify). This energetic function also 
includes an Organ System's relationship with other Organs. (Organ is here capitalized to 
distinguish the TCM concept of an Organ System and its functions from the Western concept 
of the physical organ.)  
 
TCM frequently references several major Qi, or energy function, problems. One is an overall 
"Qi deficiency," which is often described in Western medical terms as chronic fatigue 
syndrome (CFS). TCM also has the knowledge and ability to pinpoint which Organs have an 
energy deficiency. Another major condition is described as "Qi stagnation," which means 
energy and information cannot move smoothly to or from its appropriate location. For example, 
TCM considers pain, headache and stomachache the result of Qi stagnation.  
 
In TCM theory, blood and Qi are inseparable. Blood is the "mother" of Qi; it carries Qi and also 
provides nutrients for its movement. In turn, Qi is the "commander" of the blood. This means 
that Qi is the force that makes blood flow throughout the body and provides the intelligence 
that guides it to the places where it needs to be. Blood and Qi also affect one another and 
have the dynamic ability to transfer various properties back and forth. For example, after labor 
and delivery, a woman may develop a fever. TCM understands this fever to be related to blood 
loss, not normally an infection. Losing too much blood causes an overall Qi deficiency. When 
there is a Qi deficiency, the body cannot function properly and therefore presents with a fever.  
 

Five-Element Theory 
 TCM believes that the human body is a microcosm of the Universal macrocosm. Therefore, 

humans must follow the laws of the Universe to achieve harmony 
and total health. The Yin/Yang and Five-Element theories are 
actually observations and descriptions of Universal law, not concepts 
created by man. In ancient times, practitioners of TCM discovered 
these complex sets of interrelationships that exist on deep energetic 
levels below the material surface. Over time, these insights 
developed into a unified body of wisdom and knowledge “TCM 
theories” and were applied to a way of life and to healing the human 
body. Even today TCM practitioners use these essential theories to 
understand, diagnose and treat health problems.  

 
The Five-Element Theory is the bedrock of TCM. It evolved as a way of naming and 
systematizing patterns of perceived related phenomena, ranging from something as tangible 
as the weather to more rarified realms such as emotion and capacities of character, into five 
major groups named for the universal elements: Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water. The Five-
Element Theory states that the five major Organ Systems (Liver/Gallbladder, Heart/Small 
Intestine, Spleen/Stomach, Lung/Large Intestine, and Kidney/Urinary Bladder) are each related 
to a particular element and therefore to a broad category of correspondences or classifications: 
from a season of the year to a time of day, to particular colors and foods, etc. Both the 
Yin/Yang Theory and the Five-Element Theory reflect the entire Universal law in one complete, 
comprehensive system of related categories.  
 
TCM does not consider the Five Elements themselves to be inert substances. They are 
fundamental energies alive in nature and always in motion. The Five-Element Theory 
encompasses two dynamic relationships “generation and control” that explain how the five 
major Organ Systems are interconnected. Each element generates, or gives energy to, 
another. These element pairs are known as mother and child. Each element also restrains or 
controls another. The proper amount of control keeps all the elements in proportion. With 
control, one Organ System acts as a feedback loop for its opposite pair as well as its 
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partner Organ to keep them functioning smoothly: neither excessively nor deficiently, neither 
too strongly nor too weakly. These dynamic interactions enable all the Organ Systems to work 
in one harmonious, greater system. If their relationships are good, a state of wellness prevails; 
if any of the relationships become unbalanced, health problems result.  
 
The Five-Element Theory gives a skilled TCM practitioner a range of options for addressing 
health problems. For instance, when a patient presents with skin problems, the TCM 
practitioner understands that the Organ System of the Lung and Large Intestine are involved 
because the skin is the "tissue" of the Lung, according to the Five Elements. Therefore, he or 
she can decide to heal one or both Organs to treat the root cause, not just the symptom of the 
skin problem. 
 

Meridian Theory 
Meridians, or channels, are invisible pathways through which Qi flows that form an energy 

network that connects all parts of the body, and the body to the 
universe. TCM understands that our body has twelve major 
meridians. Each one is related to a specific Organ System. The 
meridian network links meridians with each other and connects all 
body structuresï¿½skin, tendons, bone, internal organs, cells, 
atoms. TCM also understands that meridians connect the interior 
with exterior and the upper body with the lower body. This 
interlinked, animating network through which Qi flows freely makes 
the body an organic whole.  
 
The meridian network is like a system of highways, roads and 
streets that links major cities. The highways (meridians) and the 
cities (organs) make up an entire energy map (the body). It is 
through this system of roadways that energy (Qi) runs. For example, 
if a city's internal streets are blocked with traffic, eventually this 
situation will cause a problem with the highways leading into this 
city. If the traffic condition worsens, even the cities linked by the 

major highways will experience a problem. Or, two cities may be fine and traffic may be flowing 
smoothly within their areas. Yet, if there is an accident and traffic builds up on one of the roads 
linking the cities, eventually one or both of these cities will find themselves affected by traffic 
congestion. This analogy offers a way to understand how blockages in meridians can cause 
problems in organs.  
 
Meridians form a powerful information system within which each Organ also forms its own data 
system. In addition to transmitting Qi, meridians also transmit actual information to and among 
the Organ Systems. It is through the meridians and the flow of Qi that the various parts of the 
body communicate with each other faster than the speed of light. Interestingly, meridians are 
also sensitive to time and place. They reflect and respond to the changing energy of the 
seasons, the time of day and the climate of a particular place. TCM understands that when the 
meridian system functions well, the body (including its mind, spirit and emotions) is healthy and 
maintains homeostasis, a dynamic condition of internal harmony where yin and yang energies 
operate seamlessly. 
 
The ancient medical text Nei Jing states: "The function of the channel (meridian) is to transport 
the Qi and blood and circulate yin and yang to nourish the body." Because meridians respond 
to and carry stimulation as well as transmit information, they have the ability to bring healing 
energy to local, as well as distant, parts of the body. This can create physiological and other 
changes as Qi circulates. It is this function that makes acupuncture and acupressure 
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work: at specific points along the meridian, the flow of Qi can be enhanced or modified either 
with needles or with the pressure of the finger or the hands. The energy practice of Qigong, 
with its postures and movements, also affects the flow of Qi.  
 
The energy pathways and the Organ Systems they link provide TCM with a framework for 
identifying the root cause of health problems and the diagnoses to heal them. Meridians work 
by regulating the energy functions of the body and keeping it in harmony. If a dysfunction 
occurs, acupuncture or other therapy can stimulate the relevant meridian(s) to help bring an 
affected Organ back into balance. If Qi stagnates for too long in any meridian, it can become 
blocked and eventually turn into matter, setting the stage for conditions that can create a 
physical mass. Dysfunctional meridians can also become susceptible to external pathogenic 
factors that can migrate to Organs along the route of the affected meridian. 
 
TCM Meridian Theory states: "As long as Qi flows freely through the meridians and the Organs 
work in harmony, the body can avoid disease."  
 

How Can Chinese Herbs Help? 
After diagnosing a pattern of disharmony and administering acupuncture treatments, a doctor 
of TCM often writes an herbal formula from over a thousand common herbal formulas or from 
more effective traditional family formulas. Herbal medicine has a long history in the Orient.  
 
Medicinal herbal therapy works in concert with acupuncture by providing the nourishing 
support for the energetic “re-programming” and “re-balancing” efforts of acupuncture. 

 
What Does Yin and Yang Mean? 

TCM understands that everything is composed of two complementary 
energies; one energy is yin and the other is yang. They are never 
separate; one cannot exist without the other. This is the yin/yang 
principle of interconnectedness and interdependence; it is not 
oppositional. The intertwined relationship is reflected in the classic 
black and white yin/yang symbol. No matter how you might try to divide 
this circle in half, the two sections will always contain both energies. 
The energies themselves are indivisible. From the TCM perspective, 
this is Universal law at its simplest and deepest. 

 
The Theory of Yin and Yang contains no absolutes. The designation of something as yin or 
yang is always relative to, or in comparison with, some other thing. For example, the sun and 
daytime are considered to be yang in relation to the moon and the night, which are yin. 
However, early morning is yang in comparison to late afternoon, which is more yin. According 
to the Theory of Yin and Yang, male is yang; female is yin. Everything in the body is also under 
the control of the binary system of yin and yang. Because yin and yang have an inseparable 
relationship, if there is a problem with one, the other will definitely be affected. 
 
Ideally, yin and yang should always remain in harmony, not just in balance. Understanding 
harmony is an important aspect of understanding TCM. Often, in Western understanding of 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM), the term "balance" is described as the 
desired state, however, in TCM, "harmony" is the ultimate goal. Although the words "balance" 
and "harmony" are sometimes used interchangeably, in TCM theory they are quite different: 
balance is merely the first step toward harmony. Two things can be balanced; they can be of 
equal proportion or have equal weight, and yet still be separate. Balance has to do with the 
relationship between two separate entities: for instance, the relationship between the Heart 
and Kidney. First, a relationship must be in balance; the next step is to achieve 
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harmony. When two things are in harmony, their energies are not just equally proportioned but 
blended together into a seamless whole. When two elements exist in harmony, there is an 
ongoing, unconscious dance between them that happens naturally. When one predominates, 
the other recedes; this is homeostasisï¿½internal harmony that is a dynamic condition. In a 
healthy system, harmony happens naturallyï¿½within the body itself, and between the body 
and external forces of Nature and the Universe. So, when nature's Qi undergoes change as it 
does seasonally, a person's internal Qi will respond automatically. If, for any reason, it can't 
make a smooth transition to the energy of the next season, TCM understands that illness will 
result. 
 
In Western medicine, this lack of harmony can be seen in patients with hot flashes. Those who 
suffer from this condition during the day have a yang Qi or energy deficiency; those who suffer 
nightly hot flashes are experiencing a yin Qi deficiency. If a woman experiences hot flashes at 
both times, then both energies are deficient and must be strengthened.  
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CERTIFIED CHINESE HERBOLOGY ONLINE COURSE - SESSION 1 – QUESTION & 
ANSWERS 

 
NAME:  ______________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________ 

CITY, STATE, ZIP, PC: _______________________________________________________ 

PHONE: ______________________________________________________________ 

FAX:  ______________________________________________________________ 

E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________ 

Please be sure to fill out the information above, complete the test and e-mail or fax it back to us at 
iridology@netzero.net or 530-878-1119.  We will grade your question & answer session and will let you know if 
we have any questions or concerns. 
 

1. Chinese Herbology is the theory of: 
 
 
 
 

2. What are the three categories of herbal medicine? 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is: 
 
 
 
 
 

4. What is Qi? 
 
 
 
 

5. What is a Meridian? 
 
 
 

6. What are the 5 universal elements? 
 
 
 
 

7. What does yin/yang mean? 


